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Abstract: With the rapid development of
computer technology, cloud-based services
have become a hot topic. They not only provide users with convenience, but also bring
many security issues, such as data sharing and
privacy issue. In this paper, we present an access control system with privilege separation
based on privacy protection (PS-ACS). In the
PS-ACS scheme, we divide users into private
domain (PRD) and public domain (PUD)
logically. In PRD, to achieve read access
permission and write access permission, we
adopt the Key-Aggregate Encryption (KAE)
and the Improved Attribute-based Signature
(IABS) respectively. In PUD, we construct
a new multi-authority ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) scheme
with efficient decryption to avoid the issues
of single point of failure and complicated key
distribution, and design an efficient attribute
revocation method for it. The analysis and
simulation result show that our scheme is feasible and superior to protect users’ privacy in
cloud-based services.
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With the rapid development of cloud computing, big data and public cloud services have

been widely used. Users can store their data in
the cloud service and rely on the cloud service
provider to give data access to other users.
However, the cloud service provider can no
longer be fully trusted. Because it may give
data access to some illegal users or attackers
for profit gain. For users, it is necessary to
take full advantage of cloud storage service,
and also to ensure data privacy. Therefore,
the study of access control scheme to protect
users’ privacy in cloud environment is of great
significance. Since traditional access control
strategy [1] cannot effectively solve the security problems that exist in data sharing, various
schemes to achieve encryption and decryption of data sharing have been proposed. In
2007, Bethencourt et al. [2] first proposed the
ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption
(CP-ABE). However, this scheme does not
consider the revocation of access permissions.
Attrapadung et al. [3, 4] came up with two user-revocable ABE scheme. However, they are
not applicable in the outsourcing environment.
In 2011, Hur et al. [5] put forward a finegrained revocation scheme, but it can easily
cause key escrow issue. Lewko et al. [6] used
multi-authority ABE (MA-ABE) to solve key
escrow issue. But the access policy is not flexible. Later, Li et al. [7] presented a data sharing
scheme based on systemic attribute encryption,
which endows different access permissions to
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different users. However, it lacks of efficiency. Xie et al. [8] presented a revocable CPABE scheme. Compared with Hur’s scheme,
in the key update phase, the computation load
of the data service manager will be reduced
by half. Liang et al. [9] proposed a CP-ABE
proxy encryption scheme which supports any
monotonic access structures. However, their
construction which is built in the composite
order bilinear group cannot be converted to
the prime order bilinear group. In 2014, Chu
et al. [10] proposed Key-Aggregate Encryption algorithm, which effectively shortens the
length of the ciphertext and the key, but only
for the situation where the data owner knows
user’s identity. The above schemes only focus
on one aspect of the research, and do not have
a strict uniform standard either. In this paper,
we present a more systematic, flexible and efficient access control scheme. To this end, we
make the following main contributions:
1) We propose a novel access control system called PS-ACS, which is privilege separation based on privacy protection. To achieve
read access permission, in PRD, the Key-Aggregate Encryption (KAE) scheme which
greatly improves access efficiency is adopted.
And in PUD, we construct a new multi-authority ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption
(CP-ABE) scheme with efficient decryption to
avoid the issues of single point of failure and
complicated key distribution, and design an
efficient attribute revocation method for it.
2) Compared with the MAH-ABE scheme
which does not refer to the write access control, we exploit an Improved Attribute-based
Signature (IABS) [11-13] scheme to enforce
write access control in PRD. In this way, the
user can pass the cloud server’s signature verification without disclosing the identity, and
successfully modify the file.
3) We provide security and performance
analysis of our proposed PS-ACS scheme. The
functionality and simulation results provide
data security in acceptable performance impact, and prove the feasibility of the scheme.
The remaining of this paper is organized as
follows. We first provide some preliminaries
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in Section 2. In Section 3, we give the definition of the system model. Then, we present
the access control scheme in PRD in Section
4 and the access control scheme in PUD in
Section 5. Section 6 gives the security and the
performance analysis of our scheme. Finally,
the conclusion is given in Section 7.

In this paper, the aut h o r s p ro p o s e d a n
access control system
( P S - AC S ) , w h i c h i s
privilege separation
based on privacy protection.

ΙΙ. PRELΙMΙNARΙES
In this section, we briefly describe some
fundamental backgrounds used in this paper,
including bilinear maps, access structure and
linear secret sharing schemes (LSSS).

2.1 Bilinear maps
Definition 1 (Bilinear Maps) Let ,
and
be three cyclic groups of prime order p. A
bilinear map is a map
with
the following properties:
1) Bilinearity: for all
,
and
,
.
2) Non-degeneracy: there exists
,
such that
.
3) Computability: there is an efficient algorithm to compute
for any
and
.

2.2 Access structure
Definition 2 (Access Structure [14]) Let
be a set of parties. A collection
is monotone if
: if
and
then
. An access structure
(respectively, monotone access structure) is a
collection (respectively, monotone collection)
of non-empty subsets of
,
. The sets in are called
i.e.
the authorized sets, and the sets not in are
called the unauthorized sets.

2.3 Linear secret sharing schemes
Definition 3 (Linear Secret-Sharing
Schemes (LSSS) [14]) Let be a secret sharing scheme over a set of parties with realizing an access structure . We say that is a
linear secret sharing scheme over if:
1) the piece of each party is a vector over
.
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2) during the generation of the pieces, the
dealer chooses independent random variables, denoted
, each one distributed
uniformly over . Each coordinate of the
piece of every party is a linear combination
of
and the secret s. That is, let M
denotes a matrix with l rows and n columns.
For the vector
and any authorized set, there exist constants
such that, if
are valid shares of any secret
s according to

, then

and

, where
.

Table I Notations
Notation

Description

PUD

Public Domain

PRD

Private Domain

CP-ABE

Ciphertext-policy Attribute-Based Encryption

MA-ABE

Multi-authority Attribute-based Encryption

CK

Encryption Key

K

Key Space

PK

Public Key

SK

Secret Key

TK

Transformation Key

KAE

Key-Aggregate Encryption

CA

Certificate Authority

ΙΙΙ. SYSTEM MODEL
As shown in Fig.1, our system model consists
of Data owners, users in PRD, and users in
PUD, a global certificate authority (CA), attribute authorities (AA) and the cloud service
provider, which are defined as follows.
1) The cloud service provider consists of
two parts: data storage server and data service
management. Data storage server is responsible for storing confidential data files, and data
service management is in charge of controlling
external users’ access to secret data and returning the corresponding ciphertext.
2) In the actual cloud environment, CA
manages multiple AAs, and each AA manages attributes in their own field. The attributes
owned by the user are issued by different authorities.
3) Users in private domain (PRD) have special privileges, such as family, personal assistant, close friends and partners. This domain
has a small number of users and small scale
attributes, and the data owner knows users’
identities, which is easy to manage.
4) In public domain (PUD), there exist a
huge number of users with unknown identities
and a lot of attributes owned by the user.
5) Data Owner can develop different access
control strategies based on the characteristics
of users in public and personal domain, encrypt uploaded files using the corresponding
encryption method and then send them to the
cloud server.

ΙV. ACCESS CONTROL SCHEME ΙN PRD
Before introducing our proposed secure authentication protocol, we first make a statement for the notations used in the later, all of
which are listed in Table 1.

4.1 Read access control

Fig.1 System framework
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The PRD has a small number of users, and their
identities are known to the owner. In general,
the data owner only wants the users to access
or modify parts of data files, and different users can access and modify different parts of
China Communications • January 2017

the data. For example, the blogger can allow
his friend to browse part of his private photos;
enterprises can also authorize employees to
access or modify part of sensitive data. This
requires the data owner to grant users read or
write access permission to some data. In Chen’s
[15] MAH-ABE scheme, the CP-ABE is used
to achieve the read access permission, but there
are some defects to be considered. Firstly, since
in PRD, each user has a close relationship with
the owner and the number is small, there is no
need to use the CP-ABE which is applicable to
the scenario which has a lot of users, and their
identities are unknown to the owner, while the
KAE scheme is set for the small users with
certain identities. Besides, the distribution and
management of keys and attributes, encryption and decryption process of CP-ABE are
much more complex compared with the KAE
scheme. Therefore, the KAE scheme is adopted
to achieve the read access permission which
improves the access efficiency.
Based on the above analysis, the paper
uses the Key-Aggregate Encryption scheme
to encrypt the data files to achieve different
read access control. The specific application
process of the KAE algorithm is as follows.
1) System setup and file encryption. The system first runs Setup of KAE to establish the public system parameter and master key. Each owner classified the file by its data attribute, such
as “photo files”, “blog files” and “game files”.
Fig.2 shows the way to classify the files. Choose
and label the files, denoted by
,
note that a file class i cannot be the subset of
another file class
. Then the
owner’s client application runs Encrypt of KAE
using the public key and the number of classification file to encrypt the PHR files and sends
them to the cloud.
2) Access and key distribution. When the
user sends access request to the cloud server,
and his file index number is i , then the cloud
server returns the corresponding encrypted
classification file to the user. The owner authorized users access permission with the file
index number denoted by j and sent the collection S of all the index number j to CA, CA
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generate an aggregate decryption key for a set
of ciphertext classes via Extract of KAE and
sent it to the corresponding user, Finally, any
user with an aggregate key can decrypt any
ciphertext whose class is contained in the aggregate key via Decrypt of KAE.
Let and
be two cyclic groups of prime
order p, and
be the bilinear
map. We define the specific KAE algorithm as
follows.
Setup (
). The Setup algorithm
takes as input a security parameter
and the number of ciphertext types n.
The CA first chooses a random number
, and for
,
it computes
. Then it publishes
as the public parameters. Each type of ciphertext is
expressed with an index number i, where
.
KeyGen. The authority first randomly selects a number
, and then outputs the
public key as
, and keeps
its master secret key.
Encrypt (
). On input the public parameter PP, the public key PK, the file
index number i, the data file m and a random
number
, the data owner computes the
ciphertext as
(1)
and then sends the ciphertext to the cloud
server.
Extract (
). The Extract algorithm is
executed by the authority. On input the master

user

photo files

travel
photos

sanya
tourism
photos

life
photo
west lak
ke
tourism
photos

log files

private
log

game file

forward
log

blog file

tech
blog
g

web
development

life
blog

database
development

Fig.2 Data file classification
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secret key MSK and a collection S of the file
index number which are authorized the access
permission by the data owner. It outputs the
aggregate key as

.

Decrypt (
). The decryption algorithm takes as input the aggregate key , the
set S, the file index number i and the ciphertext CT. It recovers m as

(2)

4.2 Write access control
As Chen’s MAH-ABE scheme does not refer
to the write access control, and in PRD some
cases exist, for example, the owner needs his
friends to modify his file after he read it. So
we proposed the write access permission in
PRD. For the user, the public key and file class
label are all known, he can use the algorithm
to encrypt the files after he modified, and then
upload them to the cloud. But whether the
cloud server saves the modified file is decided
by the write access control policy. On the one
hand, in the complex cloud environment, if a
user’s modification operations are very frequent, maybe he is very important to the user,
so that the user may be stricken from outside
attacks. Therefore, the user worries the leak
of identity after the signature. On the other
hand, in the data sharing scheme, the separate
access of read and write to the file is extremely important. In PRD, not all users who have
read permissions also have write permissions
to the files. Whether the user has write permissions to the file is decided by the data owner.
Therefore, this paper selects the improved
attribute-based signature (IABS) to determine
the user’s write permission.
The main structure of the scheme includes
five parts: an authentication center (CA), the
data owner, users, mediator and cloud servers.
The CA is responsible for generating master
key which is sent to the owner and system
parameters which are shared for all users. The
mediator holds part components of the signature keys and is responsible for the validity
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check of attributes and users. The data owner
produces the signature tree and sends it directly to the cloud server. The user encrypts the
modified files and signs them using the attribute-based signature, then uploads them to the
cloud server. The cloud server verifies the attribute-based signature, if the authentication is
successful, the user has permission to modify
files and the cloud server stores the file. Own
to the limited space we will omit the specific
description of the IABS scheme in PRD.

V. ACCESS CONTROL SCHEME ΙN PUD
5.1 Overview
The PUD is characterized by a huge number
of users, a lot of attributes owned by the user,
complexity management, and indefinite users’
identity. In view of the above characteristics,
the user can only have the read access permission. Although the attribute-based encryption
scheme (CP-ABE) can achieve access control,
it cannot meet the needs of complex cloud environment. In traditional CP-ABE scheme, there
is only one attribute authority responsible for
the management of attributes and distribution
of keys. The authority may be a university registrar’s office, the company’s HR department or
government educational organizations and so
on. The data owner defines access policies and
encrypts the data files in accordance with this
policy. Each user is distributed a key related
to his attribute. As long as the user’s attributes
meet the access policy he can decrypt the file.
However, if there is only one authority in the
system and all public and private keys are
issued by the authority. Two problems will appear in the practical application:
1) In the practical cloud environment, there
are a lot of authorities and each authority in
their own field manages part of users’ attributes. The attributes owned by the user are
issued from different authorities. For example,
a data owner may want to share his medical
data with a user who owns the doctor attribute
issued by medical institutions and the medical
researcher attribute by the clinic practice manChina Communications • January 2017

5.2 Our construction
Global Setup (
). The Global Setup algorithm takes as inputs a security parameter
and a universe description U. Let ,
and
be the multiplicative groups with the same
prime order p, and
be the bilinear map. Let be the generator of and
be the generator of . Let
be
a hash function such that the security will be
modeled in the random oracle. The CA chooses a random number
and publishes the
public parameters as
.
Authority Setup (PP). Each AA first chooses two random exponents
, then
publishes its public key as
and
as its master sekeeps
denote the set of all attributes
cret key. Let
managed by AA. For each attribute
, AA
chooses an ID number
and then generates
.
the public attribute keys as
). The
Encrypt (

encryption algorithm takes as inputs the public
parameters PP, the public key PK, the relevant
public attribute keys
, the message m
and an LSSS access structure
over all
the selected attributes from the involved authorities. The encrypt algorithm first chooses a
random encryption exponent
and a ranwith s as its
dom vector
are used to share
first entry, where
the encryption exponent s. For
, it
computes
, where
is the vector
corresponding to the i-th row of M. Then it
randomly chooses
and computes the ciphertext as

(3)
along with a description of
.
KeyGen (
). Each authority runs the key generation algorithm. On input
the public parameter PP, the relevant public
attribute keys
, the master secret key MSK
and a set of attributes managed by the authority
S, it outputs the transformation keys as
(4)
where
is a random number bind with
each user and let
as the user’s
private key.
Transform (
). The transformation
algorithm takes as input the transformation
key TK and a ciphertext CT. If S does not
satisfy the access structure, it outputs . Oth-

Cloud Server
data access

enciphered
data

data owner
Attribute
distribution
and key
authorization

DA1

.
.
.

agement. Therefore, exploiting multi authority
is more realistic in the practical scenarios.
2) If there is only one authority, all the distribution of the keys are handed over by one
trusted authority. The frequent interaction between the user and trust authority will not only
bring bottlenecks for the system load capacity,
but also increase the potential security risks.
Therefore, multi authority ABE (MA-ABE) is
used in this paper.
To reduce the computation overhead of
users in PUD, we propose an outsourcing decryption MA-ABE scheme. Firstly the data
owner uploads the attribute-based encrypted
data files to the cloud server. When a user
requests the encrypted data from the cloud
server, the cloud server will first check his
transformation key. Only if the corresponding
attributes satisfy the access structure, will the
cloud server output a partially decrypted ciphertext and then sends it to the user. Finally,
upon receiving the partially decrypted ciphertext, the user can use his private key to recover the message. The framework of this area is
shown in Fig.3.

DA2

Authorized user
Attribute
distribution
and key
authorization

DAk

Fig.3 Access control framework of PUD
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erwise it chooses a set of constants
,
such that if are valid shares of the secret
s according to M, then

, where

. Then the cloud server computes

(5)
and sends the partially decrypted ciphertext
to the corresponding
user.
Decrypt (
). The decryption algorithm takes as input the partially decrypted
ciphertext
and a user private key SK. It
computes
(6)
Notice that since the ciphertext is already
partially decrypted by the cloud server, the
user only needs one exponentiation operation
to recover the message.
). The involved auRekeyUpdate (
thority first generates a new ID number
. It
then computes the public attribute update key
as
. After that, it applies
to compute the transformation update
key as

for each non-revoked

user who has the attribute and the cipher. Then the
text update key as
authority updates the public attribute key of
the revoked attribute as
, and
broadcast a message for all data owners such
that they can get the updated public attribute
key of the revoked attribute. Then
and
are sent to the cloud server to update
TK and CT.
TKUpdate (
). Upon receiving the
transformation update key
, the cloud
server runs the transformation key update
algorithm to update the corresponding transformation keys as
for each
non-revoked user who has the attribute .
Thus the transformation key TK can be updated as

(7)

ReEnc (
). Upon receiving the
ciphertext update key
, the cloud server
runs the ciphertext re-encryption algorithm
to update the corresponding ciphertext as

Table II Comparison of security
Schemes

Access
Structure

Narayan [16]
Ruj [17]
Our scheme

User domains

Revocation

Attribute
policy

PUD

Single authority

User

Access tree

PUD

Against N-1 authorities
collusion

User

PRD and PUD

Against N-1 authorities collusion and user
collusion

Attribute
and user

LSSS

Table III Notations for performance analysis
Notation

Description
Time for one pairing operation
Time for one exponentiation operation

n

Number of attributes
The size of matrix
The size of the encrypted file
The size of C
The size of

2
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Then the new ciphertext

Against
collusion attack

The size of

is published

as

(8)

VΙ. ANALYSΙS OF OUR SCHEME
In this section, we present the security analysis
and performance analysis of our access control
system (PS-ACS).

6.1 Security analysis
In PRD, users can only decrypt the files corresponding to the received aggregate keys and
do not have access to other files, thus the data
owner controls the users’ access permissions.
When the data file is modified, although CA is
trusted, the system parameters and revocation
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instructions are generated by the CA. The signature policy is formulated by the data owner
and is sent directly to the cloud server. The CA
does not know the signature policy. Assuming
that CA cannot give itself authorization, as
long as the attributes of CA cannot satisfy the
access policy, it is not valid to modify the file.
Thus, the write access permissions still belong
to the data owner. In the process of the users’
signature, the signature key is only related to
the users’ attributes, so the user’s identity is
secure. On the whole, the IABS scheme can
protect users’ identity privacy.
In PUD, our construction achieves data
confidentially. The outsourced data can be
confidential against a user whose attributes do
not satisfy the access policy. Since the attributes cannot satisfy the access structure in the
ciphertext, the user cannot receive the partially
decrypted ciphertext
during the transformation process. Thus, he cannot recover the
original message. On the other hand, when a
user is revoked, the cloud server will delete
his transformation keys. Without the transformation keys, he cannot receive
either.
In addition, our scheme also achieves forward and backward security. When a user is
revoked, his transformation keys will be deleted by the cloud server. Thus, he can no longer
receive the partially decrypted ciphertext and
cannot recover the original message. On the
other hand, when a new user joins to share the
outsourced data, the ciphertext will be re-encrypt by the cloud server so that he can also
decrypt the cipthertext. Therefore, the forward
and backward security of the outsourced data
can be guaranteed.
We compare our scheme with several existing multi-authority CP-ABE schemes in Table
2 in terms of the access structure type, user
domains, the security against collusion attack
and the support of revocation.
From Table 2, we can conclude that our
scheme achieves high efficiency of privacy
protection. Compared with other schemes, we
adopt outsourcing decryption method to reduce the overhead in user decryption phase. In
our system, the transformation keys are stored
China Communications • January 2017

on the cloud server, the collusion among users
and between users and authorities both need
to be considered. In our scheme, each TK
contains a unique parameter z which is bind
with the user. As each z is different and it is
kept secret to other users, different users cannot share their TKs to make collusion attack.
Thus, our scheme can prevent users’ collusion
attack. On the other hand, although the cloud
server transforms the ciphertext into an ElGamal-style ciphertext, as the ciphertext is
associated with z which he does not know, he
still learns nothing about the original message.
Therefore, our scheme can prevent the server
attack. On the whole, our scheme can achieve
privacy protection in PUD.

6.2 Performance analysis
We first make a statement for the notations
used in the performance analysis, which are
listed in Table 3.
In our KAE scheme in the PRD, the system
parameters are generated by the trusted authority, which is not within our consideration.
Moreover,
can be calculated in the
system setup phase. In addition, the aggregate
key only needs one pairing operation, and to
calculate a pairing operation is very fast, the
specific comparison can be seen in Fig.4.
In Fig.4, the attribute-based encryption algorithm of the MAH-ABE scheme spent much
more time than the KAE algorithm used in
our scheme. If the attribute revocation occurs,
the ABE algorithm will be more time-consuming. More importantly, the growth rate of
time spent with the number of file attributes is
much higher than KAE algorithm. The simuTable IV Comparison of communication cost and computing time
Scheme

Size of ciphertext stored
in the cloud server

Size of ciphertext user
received

Decryption time for
user

Ruj [17]

Our
scheme
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0.45
Total time of KAE

0.4

Total time of ABE

0.35

Time consuming (s)

0.3

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0
15

20

25

30

35

45

40

50

Number of attributes

Fig.4 Total time of KAE and ABE

1.6
Signature time
Certification time

1.4

Total time of IABS

1.2

Time consuming (s)

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
30

50

70

90

110

Number of nodes

Fig.5 The signature and authenticationtime of IABS

lation results show the high efficiency of our
scheme.
In Fig.5, the user only needs a very short
time to sign the modified files. While, the authentication time only makes up a small part,
so the process of signature and authentication
consume a very small time. Therefore, from
the client’s perspective, the program is efficient.
In PUD, we adopt outsourcing decryption
method. We compare our scheme with Ruj’s
scheme, and the results are shown in Table 4.
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Combined with Table 4, the performance analysis is given in the following aspects.
• Since the cloud server uses a set of transformation keys to transform the ABE ciphertext
into a constant-size ElGamal-style ciphertext
which is much smaller and easier to decrypt
than an ABE ciphertext, the user only needs one
exponential operation to recover the message.
From Table 4, it is obvious that the method can
greatly reduce the overhead of users.
• Our scheme supports efficient user and attribute revocation without updating users’ private keys. For user revocation, we do not need
to re-encrypt the ciphertext and update all
non-revoked users’ private keys. Instead, we
only need to delete the user’s transformation
keys. Without the transformation key, he can
no longer decrypt the ciphertext. On the other
hand, when attribute revocation occurs, private keys of all non-revoked users will not be
updated, only the transformation keys which
are stored in the cloud server and the involved
ciphertext need to be updated. Thus, the efficiency of revocation can be greatly improved.
We implemented our construction in Charm
[18], a framework developed to facilitate the
rapid prototyping of cryptographic schemes
and protocols. It is based on the Python language which allows the programmer to write
code similar to the theoretical implementations.
However, the routines that implement the dominant group operations use the PBC library [19]
(written natively in C) and the time overhead
imposed by the use of Python is usually less
than 1%. Charm also provides routines for
applying and using LSSS schemes needed for
Attribute-Based systems. For more information
on Charm we refer the reader to [18, 20]. All
our implementations are executed on an Intel®
Pentium® CPU G630@270GHz with 4.00GB
RAM running Ubuntu14.04 and Python2.7.
We compared the computing time incurred
in encryption and decryption. In Fig.6, the number of authorities is set to 10. It is obvious that
our scheme requires less time for encryption
and decryption than Ruj’s scheme, especially
for decryption. Since in the decryption phase,
major computation overhead is delegated to the
China Communications • January 2017

VΙΙ. CONCLUSΙON

2
Our scheme

1.8

Ruj's scheme

1.6
1.4
1.2

Time for Encryption (s)

cloud, user only needs one exponentiation operation to recover the original message.
Therefore, the decryption time for users can
be greatly reduced. Computing cost for transformation is shown in Fig.7. On the whole, it can
be concluded that our scheme’s computation
efficiency is much better than Ruj’s scheme.
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(a) Encryption
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Our scheme
Ruj's scheme
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Time for Decryption (s)

In this paper, we proposed an access control
system (PS-ACS), which is privilege separation based on privacy protection. Through
the analysis of cloud environment and the
characteristics of the user, we divide users into
personal domain (PRD) and public domain
(PUD) logically. In PRD, we set read and
write access permissions for users respectively. To achieve read access permission, the
KAE scheme which can improve the access
efficiency is adopted. A high degree of patient
privacy is guaranteed simultaneously by using IABS scheme which can determine users’
write access permission. For users in PUD, we
constructed a new multi-authority ciphertext
policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE)
scheme with efficient decryption to avoid the
issues of single point of failure and complicated key distribution, and design an efficient
attribute revocation method for it. The analysis and the simulation result show that the PSACS scheme is feasible and superior to protect
the privacy of data in cloud-based services.
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